
Part 1 

To: Plan Melbourne Refresh 

Concerning:  Ironbark Road, Diamond Creek VIC 3089 (40 acres) Shire of Nillumbik. (Will also be referred 

to as subject land) 

Adjungbilly Pty Ltd submits the following to The Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper : 

PART 1 

1. Adjungbilly requests to meet with and consult with  Ministerial Advisory Committee as 

soon as possible, particularly needed now as we were unable to secure such necessary meeting with the

original Plan Melbourne Team.

2. Adjungbilly Pty Ltd requests to be heard on its objections and suggestions regarding its submission to Plan

Melbourne Refresh by the  Ministerial Advisory Committee. Esther Caspi

and/or nominees will represent the company.

3. The Minister’s foreword states the Melbourne Refresh allows us to revisit the plan in light of new information

and incorporate some ideas that planning experts and ordinary citizens alike have raised during the

consultations and lively public debates over the last few years that had been omitted.

4. Accordingly, our prior submission to Plan Melbourne are directly relevant to Plan Melbourne Refresh and It

essential that these are reviewed again.

5. As you will see, our serious submissions to Plan Melbourne were unfortunately overlooked/ignored with

snowballing consequences by the incorrect omission from the new Melbourne metropolitan urban boundary.

6. Adjungbilly Pty Ltd requests to meet urgently with those responsible for making decisions/recommendations

to Plan Melbourne Refresh.

7. Due to the extenuation, mitigating and unusual circumstances Adjungbilly Pty Ltd requires ALL aspects of its

submission to be properly considered and heard, without any excuses whatsoever for limitation, including that

of jurisdiction, scope or other.

8. Chapter 2: ‘Growth, Challenges, Fundamental Principles and Key Concepts’

This land  Ironbark Road, Diamond Creek was in the legislative Plenty Growth Corridor and not part of

the original Green Wedge, the latter of which Plan Melbourne Refresh proposes to cement. We therefore

object vehemently to the proposal “The existing urban growth boundary will be locked down…” – Chapter 2.5,

Pg 18 (Shaping the city)

9. Adjungbilly Pty Ltd bring to the urgent attention of Plan Melbourne Refresh and the new Andrews

Government the fact that Plan Melbourne (and associated Plan Melbourne Refresh) will remain flawed in

relationship to this above subject property, until it is rightfully included in Melbourne New Metropolitan

Urban Boundary. This MUST be corrected now with this review, and prior to the lockdown of the urban

boundary/boundaries. If this is not done, Adjungbilly Pty Ltd will suffer major permanent losses and damages.

In line with the discussion paper (2.1: An Enduring Strategy), these lands had a planned enduring strategy, that 

of certainty of residential development. This was relied on with long term financial planning. To maintain 

integrity and confidence in this enduring strategy of Plan Melbourne Refresh, Adjungbilly’s previous certainty 
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must be honoured. 

 

10. Inclusion of the subject land in Melbourne’s new metropolitan urban boundary will enable the continually 

pointed out planning / zoning mistakes to be equitable corrected, irrespective of any actual final site specific 

land use, and will protect the lands established privately pre-paid for distinctive urban reticulated 

infrastructure (and capacity) for urban land development and use. 

 

11. This corrective action will still ensure equal urban land values and prevent financial and other exploitation of 

this land by others utilizing its infrastructure and capacity or benefitting as a cheap or free amenity or other. It 

will also prevent it from being vulnerable for cheap or ‘knowingly’ devalued acquisition.   

 

12. We remind both houses of Parliament that in addition to all other urban planning, it was the Governor in 

Council (that is Cabinet) that gazetted this land (as far back as mid 1970’s) as an extension of both the 

Plenty/Yarrambat urban district and Waterworks Trust District (not rural) This was necessary before the 

infrastructure works could begin and the tenements charged. Despite our objections, the new Yarrambat 

Township Plan is now failing to recognise this. We question why.  

 

Note also: The subject land was (and is) also part of the Melbourne suburb of Diamond Creek, and was also 

incorrectly omitted from the new Diamond Creek urban growth review in late 1990’s. It was then unfairly 

omitted in the new Diamond Creek urban growth boundary, with the adoption of the New Format Nillumbilk 

Planning Scheme in year 2000. This process inequitably and incorrectly back zoned subject lands urban status 

to that of rural! Consequently, all the subsequent processes to date have detrimentally impacted subject lands 

including the new GWMP. We expect Plan Melbourne Refresh to re-dress all of this.  

Nillumbik Shire’s inequitable Green Wedge Management Plan (GWMP) is restricting tourism and other 

commercial uses within township boundaries. Omission of subject lands from both suburb of Diamond Creek 

and Township of Yarrambat boundaries, together with the GWMP strategy is denying the subject land the 

ability to use its distinctive urban reticulated infrastructure and capacity in any way. This denies the subject 

land total land sustainability and is again against Chapter 2.4 – ‘Sustainable Development Goals: To provide for 

the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land.’  

 

13. Our lands serious planning mistakes, infrastructure and zoning irregularities have been continually pointed out 

to no avail. It is therefore essential that you also refer to all our prior objections in submissions, presentations, 

and petitions to all levels of Government and all processes, from the adoption of the erred New Format 

Nillumbik Planning Scheme (2000) to date. These include objections to changes to the planning system, reform 

zones, new policy strategies, evidence to OSISDC Parliamentary Inquires and changes to legislation. The latter 

protected these lands urban infrastructure and associated property, development rights or entitlements. 

 

14. Adjungbilly Pty Ltd was denied natural justice and procedural fairness with Plan Melbourne from onset. This 

includes denial of needed consultation and all stages of processes that informed Plan Melbourne. Eg 

Parliamentary inquires on Liveability options and growing the suburbs. Hence the necessity now for 

Melbourne Refresh to review our submissions to Plan Melbourne in addition to this one.   

 

15. Justice does not date. As there is bipartisan support for Melbourne Refresh, it is essential that all now act to 

ensure our requests in our submissions are equitably and fairly met as both governments have overlooked our 

plight. As per discussion paper, 2.5 shaping the City we reiterate that it is unreasonable and unacceptable to 

make permanent Melbourne’s new and incorrect metropolitan (and other) urban boundary that omits subject 

lands. These lands prior urban certainty must be returned.  
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16. It is unreasonable and unfair for processes including Plan Melbourne Refresh, and others, to continue to fail in 

dealing with/righting the subject lands inequitable situation, blame others or avoid any responsibilities.   

 

17. It appears, Local Council blames the State Government and service providers, the service providers blame 

council, the new government blames the previous Government who blames the Government before. 

 

18. We therefore believe there is a duty of care and trust for bipartisan support to assist in rectifying the "wrongs” 

/ inequities to Adjungbilly’s land via Melbourne Refresh – a critical aspect of any revision of Plan Melbourne, 

that cannot be ignored. 

 

19. Plan Melbourne Refresh must not stay silent and turn a blind eye to this serious submission 

 

20. GROWTH CHALLENGES FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND KEY CONCEPTS  

(Chapter 2 of discussion paper).  

As you can see from our submission, the existing urban growth boundary cannot be locked down with 

omission of subject lands from it. They must be recognised as urban. This must occur prior to the onslaught of 

the multitude of interrelated processes of Plan Melbourne Refresh, designed to cement Nillumbik’s flawed 

Greenwedge into perpetuity. For example, C81, Significant Landscape Overlay, review Environments 

Significant, new Yarrambat Township adoption, statutory adoption of the Green Wedge Management Plan 

Inclusions of Nillumbik Green Wedge data in the Collaborative Australian Protective Area Database (CAPAD) 

(albeit the latter being deferred 8/12/15 as a result of objections), Nillumbik’s new Housing strategy, 

Municipal .Strategic Statement (M.S.S)  and State Planning Policy Framework reviews (SPPF), new policies and 

strategies of currently flawed Plan Melbourne and other.  

 

21. It is best in the public’s interest for immediate inclusion of these lands in Melbourne’s metropolitan urban 

boundary, prior to it becoming more complicated and problematic to correct, particularly in light of the above-

mentioned processes also currently in progress.    

 

22. The values of Green Wedge or other new community aspirations are not excuses to deny omission from 

Melbourne’s metropolitan urban boundary and other, as these aspirations can still be designated as such 

within the overall development plans of any urban residential area or within the site-specific property itself. 

Adjungbilly Pty Limited objects to its acreage lands Ironbark Road Diamond Creek, being incorrectly 

cemented a part of the green wedge, and objects to the application of new planning rules, policies and 

strategies for green wedges being applied to this land.    

 

23. We reserve all rights of appeal if the Andrews Government (including the Melbourne Refresh process) does 

not correctly include our lands within Melbourne’s new urban boundary and enable urban residential zoning 

corrections, (that is general residential) irrespective of any actual final site-specific land use. This Includes 

transparent inquires and courts.   

 

24. Inclusion within Melbourne’s new UGB via Diamond Creek Plenty or Yarrambat (or other new urban 

designation, corridor or pocket) is critical for “fair orderly, economic, sustainable use and development of 

land” the very foundations of Plan Melbourne 2014, the objectives of planning in Victoria in the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987, and overall in all the many and varied issues raised, in the goals of Plan Melbourne 

Refresh to comment on. Please apply these principles to the lands  Diamond Creek (Adjungbilly Pty Ltd 

Limited) so that they can use their ‘known’ established urban services (and capacity) with no excuses to deny 

this. Accordingly to achieve Sustainable Development Goals of 2.4 in discussion paper, Plan Melbourne 

Refresh must ensure inclusion of subject land in Melbourne’s new Metropolitan urban boundary 
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25. Just remedies must be mediated and facilitated immediately within Melbourne Refresh. This may include 

development and/or compensation.   Integrity and fairness of decisions of our beautiful city must be equally 

applicable to our family as well as others of Melbourne.  

 

*Enclosed is a map showing the clear location of Adjungbilly’s acreage property  Ironbark Road Diamond Creek 

(40 Acres and the largest property) marked ‘A’ (subject land.) See index/legend on map. 

Note: This land was originally within the Ironbark Road Diamond Creek/Pioneer Road urban reticulated Infrastructure 

Catchment. This property should still have two distinctive infrastructure routes from Ironbark Road, Pioneer Road or 

both. 

NOTE ALSO: Adjungbilly’s adjacent wide bitumen original urban arterial/main road. This begins at the beginning of the 

original town centre of Diamond Creek (Chute Street via Collins Street) along Ironbark Road to join Yarrambat post 

office and developing corridors of the north.  

Relating to Chapter 4 – ‘A More Connected Melbourne’, section 4.1 ‘Updating Transport Commissions’:  

• It is essential that the Plan Melbourne Refresh process recognises/proclaims this road as an urban arterial road 

and that it become a vital part of the public transport network for buses and other transport in the area (it has 

been demoted to a minor local road and this needs to be corrected!)     

 

Submission to be continued in Part 2.   

 

Esther Caspi (director) on behalf of Adjungbilly Pty Ltd (acn 005 236 993) 
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